
 

SwabCatcher™ Tubes
SwabCatcher™ tubes simplify sample processing for Isohelix swab 
samples, allowing for easy integration into high-throughput 
automated extraction workflows. 

The tubes utilize a specialized cap design intended for easy 
removal of the collection swab during sample processing without 
needing to resort to manual removal of swabs, which can be 
burdensome and time-consuming. 

The tubes are also designed for automated capping and de-
capping instruments in mind, for hands-free sample processing. 
Using SwabCatcher™ tubes, sample processing is streamlined, 
saving valuable time, and minimizing handling errors.

The collection tubes are manufactured to the highest standards 
in a cleanroom environment using high-grade materials and 
are tested for DNAses/RNAses and contaminating human DNA 
to eliminate cross-contamination to ensure sample quality. The 
tubes also possess robust, vacuum tested leak-proof seals to 
guarantee the integrity of samples, and are suitable for sample 
storage in a wide range of conditions, from ambient room 
temperatures to frozen and cryo preservation.  
 
Isohelix also offers fully customisable labelling and barcoding 
options for SwabCatcher™ tubes, allowing for smooth integration 
into any lab’s workflow. The labels are non-peeling, chemical 
resistant, and compatible with a range of storage conditions. 

ü Unique swab cap design allows for easy removal of  
     buccal and saliva swabs during sample processing 

ü Automation-friendly design
    Compatible with capping/de-capping instruments

ü Customisable barcoding and labelling options for                                                                                                                                                  
     easy integration with lab workflows 

ü Leak-Proof tubes with pressure tested O-ring                                                                                                                                           
     cap seal

ü Manufactured using high-grade contaminant-free
     components tested for nucleases and nucleic acids 

ü Tubes suitable for frozen & ambient storage

Key Benefits
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Product Information
L/00/50 SwabCatcher™ 5ml collection tubes and caps (empty)

Available in packs of 50 units

Related Products

SwabCapture™ L/00/50  50 x SwabCatcher™ 5ml  
    collection tubes and  
    caps(empty)

RapiDri™  RD-01  200 x RapiDri™ swabs  
    SwabCatcher™ with drying  
    pouch

BuccaLyse™ BEK/L/05/50 50 x BuccaLyse™ collection  
    tubes pre-filled with 0.5ml  
    buffer

BuccalFix™ BFX/L/05/50 50 x BuccalFix™ collection  
    tubes pre-filled with 0.5ml  
    buffer
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